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Professional ASP.NET 2.0 AJAX (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2007
Are you ready to build more responsive web applications with richer UI elements? This detailed guide to the Microsoft AJAX Library shows you how to bring together ASP.NET 2.0 with an object-oriented approach to JavaScript development using this new framework from Microsoft. You'll gain an in-depth understanding of the ASP.NET AJAX architecture,...
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Robot Programmer's BonanzaMcGraw-Hill, 2008
The first hands-on programming guide   for today's robot hobbyist
Get ready to reach into your programming toolbox and control a robot like never before! Robot Programmer's Bonanza is the one-stop guide for everyone from robot novices to advanced hobbyists who are ready to go beyond just building robots and start...
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Stealing the Network: The Complete Series Collector's Edition, Final Chapter, and DVDSyngress Publishing, 2009
"Stealing the Network: How to Own the Box is a unique book in the fiction department. It combines stories that are fictional, with technology that is real. While none of the stories have happened, there is no reason why they could not. You could argue it provides a road map for criminal hackers, but I say it does something else: it...
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Focal Easy Guide to After Effects: For new users and professionals (The Focal Easy Guide)Focal Press, 2005

	If you want to become a resourceful creative artist then look no further! This quick reference to After Effects will show you how to open, install and get up-and-running to a professional level with Adobe's motion graphics and visual effects software package.
	
	Curtis Sponsler guides you through some of the common stumbling blocks that...
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iOS Hacker's HandbookJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Discover all the security risks and exploits that can threaten iOS-based mobile devices


	iOS is Apple's mobile operating system for the iPhone and iPad. With the introduction of iOS5, many security issues have come to light. This book explains and discusses them all. The award-winning author team, experts in Mac and iOS...
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Kaplan's Cardiac Anesthesia: The Echo Era: Expert Consult Premium Edition - Enhanced Online Features and Print, 6eSaunders, 2011

	Optimize perioperative outcomes with Kaplan's Cardiac Anesthesia! Dr. Joel L. Kaplan and a host of other authorities help you make the best use of the latest techniques and navigate your toughest clinical challenges. Whether you are administering anesthesia to cardiac surgery patients or to cardiac patients undergoing...
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Influencer Marketing for Brands: What YouTube and Instagram Can Teach You About the Future of Digital AdvertisingApress, 2019

	
		In the next few years, brands are on track to spend billions of dollars on influencer marketing. This form of marketing?currently utilized with great success on Instagram and YouTube?is not a short-lived fad, but a tectonic shift for the future of digital advertising. It's the way of the future, and the responsibility is on...
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Anatomy & Physiology for Speech, Language, and HearingPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		NOTE: This book comes with supplementary content on a PluralPlus companion website. If you purchase or rent a used copy of the printed book, the code to access the website printed inside the book may have been previously redeemed/used or be incorrect and you will not be able to use it. To guarantee access to the website, it is...
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ASP.NET Website Programming: Problem - Design - Solution, Visual Basic .NET EditionWrox Press, 2003
ASP.NET Website Programming shows you how to build an interactive  website from design to deployment.

Packed with solutions to website programming problems, this book will have  you building well-engineered, extendable ASP.NET websites quickly and  easily.

This book is for developers who use ASP.NET and Visual Basic .NET...
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Russian For Dummies (Language & Literature)For Dummies, 2006
Covers common expressions, conversations, and cultural notes   

   

   Your fun and friendly guide to communicating in Russian   

   Whether you're a student, a traveler, or a businessperson, or if you just want to speak basic Russian, you'll find this book packed with practical lessons...
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Google Business Solutions and Tools: 100 Success Secrets to Reach new customers, Enhance your website and Increase your productivityEmereo Pty Ltd, 2008
Is your business indexed by Google? If not, you hardly exist online. Is your business advertising with Google AdWords? If not, you`re hardly advertising online.
  With Google`s share at over 70% of the online advertising market, this book gets you started using Google as a business partner.   

  Learn how to get your website indexed by...
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Control Systems for Live Entertainment, Third EditionFocal Press, 2007

	If you are interested in how control systems and computer networks are used in all areas of live entertainment, Control Systems for Live Entertainment is the industry standard reference. With a unique combined focus on computers, networking, art, and practice, this book offers an in-depth examination of control for lighting, lasers, sound, ,...
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